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'One thing that is
always with the
writer - no matter
how long he has
written or how good
he is - is the
continuous process
of learning to write.'

- Flannery
O'Connor
Mystery
and Manners

The Writing Lab's PhilosoPhy

The Augsburg College Writing Lab offers a free tutoring service to

all Aug;burg ltudenis. The Lab is staffed with student tutors who

serve aS peer editors and Conduct one-on'one tutoring sessions
with student clients.

The Lab's primary goal is to help facilitate improvement in individ'

ual students'writing skills. This process is accentuated not by sim-
ply addressing the paper which the client has brought to the Lab'
but rather by using this paper as an example of the client's writing
ability. ln this sense, it is the duty ol the tutor to help clients under'
stand how they write. Clients'understanding is promoted through
the tutor's emphasis of both their strengths and weaknesses in

writing.

It is also the responsibility of the sludent tutor to help student
clients understand writing as a process. lt is important that clients
realize that a paper is not simply written out and then taken to the
Lab for a quick check. Rather, a writer must construct a paper with
several elements in mind, including content, organization, locus
and mechanics. Additionally, revision must be a parl of the writing
process as it is key to ensuring that all elements have been attend-
ed to and that the paper is clear and meaningful to its audience.

A tutor's role, therefore, is to help clients discover in what areas ol
the writing process they need to improve. This discovery is facili.
tated when tutors point out strengths in a clienl's paper and explain
why certain techniques work and when tutors point out weakness-
es and explain why they are troublesome. By reinlorcing strengths
and noting weaknesses, and by giving advice on how to search out
and fix problem areas, tutors help clients become more aware ol
their writing style. This awareness is the key to revision and will
ultimately help clients to become better self-editors.
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'l go out one day
and see the mason
and carpenter busy
in building a house,
and I discover with
joy parallelism
between their work
and my construc-
tion, and come
home glad to know
that I too am a
housebuilder.'

- Ralph Waldo
Emerson
Journal excerpt,
June 1845

Getting Started . . . The Basics

"Welcome to the Writing Lab . . ."
Tutors should always do their best to create a welcoming environ-
ment in the Lab. lt is otten intimidating for clients to come to the
Lab for the first time as they may be unsure how the Lab works or
hesitant about sharing their paper with a stranger (especially one
who supposedly knows a lot about writing).

Otten clients will anive and stand at the door, unsure of what they
should do. As a tutor, you should invite clients in and offer them a
seat at one of the tutor stations. lf all the tutor stations are occu-
pied, tell clients that they may take a seat and wait lor the next
available tutor.

When a client arrives at your tutor station, take the time to intro-
duce yourself; clients willleel more comlortable if you try to make
the session personal. Also, some clients will want to return to work
with you again and knowing each olher on a name-to-name basis
will help to establish a working relationship between you and your
client.

"Let's sign in. . ."
Before beginning a tutoring session, be sure to sign in your client.
Tutors are responsible for prinling the information on the sign-ln
Form to ensure that writing is readable and all information is tilted
in.

The English Department secretary compiles the list of clients at the
end ol the week and this list is distributed to all English laculty and
laculty from other departments who request the lisis. otten piofes-
sors will require students to visit the Lab and will check the week-
ly list for students'names; therelore it is important that a client's lull
name is printed correcily as well as the course and professor's
name.

For your benefit, it is necessary to record which clients you have
worked with during your shitt. This part ol the sign-ln Form serves
as a record that you were present during your shitt and that the
share of tutorials have been, lor the most part, spread evenly
among the tutors.
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It is egually important to be concise when recording what issues

were tocuied on during the tutoring session. Unfortunately there

have been instances when clisnts, unhappy with a grade they have

received on a paper, have pointed to the writing Lab as being

neglectful of the issues for which they were penalized. lt is impos'

sible for a tutor to focus on every issue; therelore it is important the

tutor and client agree on what issues are to be worked on and thal

these issues are documented.

"Whet do you went to work on todaY?"
Belore tutors even begin to look al a cl¡ent's paper, they should

conduct a brief interview with the client. During this time the tutor

should ask 3 basic questions:

1. What is the assignment lor the paper?
2. When is the paper due?
3. What kind of draft is this (first, final, or something in
between)?

After tutors understand the assignment, time constraints, and
amount ol work that the client has put into the paper so far. they
should continue with questions which explore the client's personal
attachment to the paper as well as the client's perceptions about
the paper's strengths and weaknesses:

1. How did you get the idea lor this paper?
2. Where did you research this topic (or) what position did
you take in your paper (or) how did this expeiience atlect
you?.
3. Are you happy with what you have written so far?
4. What is something you really like about your paper?
What are its strengths?
5. What is something you think really needs some work?
What is something about your paper that you are unsure
about?
6. What do you want to work on today?

The above questions help in the tutoring session first by giving
ownership of the paper to the client. ll the tutor makes it obvious
that how clients constructed their paper and how they leel about il
is important, the client will hopefully leel more inclined to take an
active part in the tutoring session; ¡l they feeltheir input is valuable
from the beginning, they are apt to otler more of it later.
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The above questions will also hetp make it clear that much of the

àsponsibitity lor deciding what will happen during the session

belongs to the client. For á tuto¡ng session to be successful there

must be a commitment on not only the tutor's part but also on the

part of the client. By asking clients what they want to work on, the

iutor can help to ensure tnát clients are committed to being part ol

the writing process.

The tutor should always remember, however, that even though

clients believe they need to work on a certain area, there may be

other areas that need to be addressed belorehand. For example,

a client may suggest that (s)he needs to work on mechanics, but

atter reading the paper, the tutor realizes that the paper's para-

graphs do not follow a logical order and are confusing to the read-

er (see page 7). Although the tutor should always take into consid'
eration the suggestions ol the client, ¡t is important lor the tutor to
emphasis writing as a process and to point out ereas which need
to be attended to earlier in the Process.

The last question that the tutor should ask clients before beginning
to read their paper is:

1. Where is the thesis ol your paper?

This question makes it clear to clients that a concise thesis. and
one that can be easily identified by the writer,'is essential to a
paper. ll clients cannot confidently point out their thesis or are
even unsure of whal a thesis is. the tutor will immediately realtze
that this will be one of the main focuses of the tutoring session.

After tutors feel as though they have been adequately introduced
to clients and their papers, they may begin a preliminary read-
through of the paper.
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'Why do writers
write? To inform, to
persuade, to enter-
tain, to explain, but
most of all to dis-
cover what they
have to say.'

- Donald M.
Murray
The Explorers of
lnner Space

5 Basic Steps to Reading a PaPer

1. During the first reading, tutors should not mark the paper. but

should rather focus in on the issues that will need to be addressed
during the session. This may include focusing on the issues the
client has suggested or identitying other work which will need to

þreclude the client's suggestions. This first reading will require
some quick thinking as you begin to assess the client's strengths
and weaknesses.

2. Atle¡ the lirst reading, the very next step is to say something
positive about the paper. This may include re.aflirming what clients
have suggested to be their strengths or by discovering other areas
where clients excel.

Sometimes it may seem difficult to make any positive remarks
about certain papers, but it is important to remember that there is
always at least one asset in every paper. An asset to a paper may
be something simple, like a nice transition, a well constructed
phrase, or even a single word choice.

The importance of beginning with a positive remark cannot be
emphasized enough. As mentioned earlier, many clients are easi-
ly intimidated by the process of writing and by tutors themselves.
Many believe that writing is a skill people are either lucky to have
or are unfortunate to be without they are often surprised to find out
that tutors struggle with the same issues that they do and must go
through revision atter revision as well.

By hearing from tutors that they have certain strengths in their own
writing, clients often become more motivated lo work on their
papers and more confident about laler writing assignments.

3. Next the tutor must presenl the areas in the paper that need
work. This includes walking through the paper with the client and
pointing out specilic paragraphs, sentences, and phrases which
are troublesome.

It is important that the tutor does nol make value judgments about
clients'papers, but rather points out areas that are conlusing or
unclear to the tutor as a reader. ln this sense the tutor ptayslne
role of audience and is giving a response to what the clienl has
written, not a judgment.

The client should always be reminded that suggestions made by
the tutor are just lhat, suggestions. clients should not leel pres-
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sured to change any part of their paper; instead tutors should give

clients clear reason! tot why certain areas of their paper are ditfi-

cult to understand so that thêy can make a choice about how to fix

it if they choose.

4. Tutors are not only present to point out probl€m ereas; they also

are there to offer advice on how to deal with these areas and to
provide resources for the client. The most important job of the tutor.

i'rowever, is to help clients understand their weaknesses. ll the

tutor offers a suggestion for change without the client understand-
ing why, the suggestion will not be usefulto the client.

Tutors should always look for ways to ofler resources to their
clients. This may include giving clients hand'outs (see page 9) or

referring them to one of the Lab's reference books, or by giving

them tips that they have found useful in their own writing experi'
ence. For example, if a client is having problems with organization,
tutors may want to show the client an outline form that works espe'
cially well lor them.

5. Most importantly, tutoring sessions should be client'centered.
This means that clients should be responsible lor writing sugges'
tions on their own papers. A tutor may show the client how to cor-
rect for mechanical errors on a few sentences within a paper, but
for the most part tutors should not write on clients'papers. Once
again, by giving clients the responsibility for making changes on
their own papers, tutors will be emphasizing the responsibility that
clients have in revising their own papers.

Lastly. tutors should express an interest in continuing work on
clienls'papers. Tutors should invite clients back to the Lab so thal
they may see clients'progress. By inviting clients back to the Lab
for the same paper, tutors will once again emphasize writing as a
process and by showing interest in clients' improvement, tutors
may motivate them to work on revisions.
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'Words, when well
chosen, have so
great a force in
them that a
description often
gives us more lively
ideas than the sight
of things them-
selves.'

- Joseph Addison
The Spectator

Hierarchy of Comments

During a tutoring session, in order to emphasize the writing

proceés, tutors should address issues in a client's writing based on

this hierarchy so that the general structure and meaning of the

paper are established as a foundation before more detailed and

locused changes are made. Therefore, issues should be

addressed in the following order:

1. Contcnt: Does the paper relate to the assignment? Does the
paper have a workable main idea? ls the topic specific enough for

the paper's assigned length?

2. Orgenization: Does the paper have a stated thesis? Do the
paragraphs follow a logical order? Does the paper have an intro'
duction, body and conclusion? Does the paper have a sense ol
unity?

3. Sub¡tantiation: Do the paragraphs give suppoñ lor the thesis
with clear evidence? Do the sentences within the paragraphs give
support for the focus ol the paragraph?

4. Clarity and Coherence: Does the writer show and not tell? Do
the examples used fit with the ideas proposed in the thesis? Are
the sentences within each paragraph concise and related to each
other? ls the position taken consistent throughout the paper?

5. Gramm¡r: ls verb tense used appropriate and consistent?
Does each sentence have subject/verb agreement? Are correct
lorms of words used (i.e., nouns, adjective, adverbs)?

6. Mechanlcs: Are words spelled correctly? Are sentences punc-
tuated correctly? Are quotations placed properly? A¡e citations
made correctly? Are there fragments or comma splices?
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'When students
complete a first
draft, they consider
the job of writing
done - and their
teachers too often
agree. When pro-
fessional writers
complete the first
draft, they usually
feel they are at the
start of the writing
process. When a
draft is completed,
the job of writing
can begin.'

- Donald M.
Murray
The Maker's Eye:
Revising Your
Own Manuscripts

'lt's Due Tomorow!'
and Other Last Minute Wonders . . .

Although the Writing Lab tries to promote writing as a process,

otten clients will bring in papers that are due the very next day.

Most of the time these clients want to have their paper quickly
checked to make sure it is acceptable to submit.

ln these situations, clients'papers may be in the final form and it
will be appropriate to work on a proofreading with them in order to
polish the paper; but in other instances, tutors may discover thal
clients' papers are far from a final dratt. How should a tutor deal
with a paper when (s)he feels it is not ready for a final proofread?
The following are some suggestions lor this type of situation:

1. Be honert. lf you feel there are issues that should be dealt with
in a paper, tellthe client. Do not ignore an organizational problem
just because the client says the paper is ready to be proolread and
wants to turn it in.

2. Olle¡ options. After presenting the issues that need to be
worked on, give the client some options. ls there time to re-orga-
nize some of the paragraphs? Could a portion of the paper be re-
written? Or is it best to polish the paper as best as possible and
hand it in?

3. Give rcsponslbllity to the client. Atter presenting possible
options to the client, ask the client what (s)he wants to do.
Ultimately clients must decide how much work they want to put into
their paper. (Hemember to document on the Sign-ln Form what
issues the client and you decide to focus on).

4. Be reallstlc. lf you feel there are many issues that need to be
worked on in a certain paper, decide which are the most important
and most realistic to work on. Listing a multitude ol weaknesses
may overwhelm clients and discourage them from working on their
paper altogether.

Present issues that seem to be workable within the given time con-
straint and ones that are pertinent to the level of the assignment.
(Remember, sometimes it is easy for tutors to get carriel away
with suggestions because of their own personal ideas ol what
would work in a paper; it is important to remember that the tutor's
responsibility is to guide clients, through discussion and resources,
to discover their own solutions).
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WritingLab Hand-Outs

Anytime a tutor can pinpoint specific problems that clients are hav'

injwith their writing, it'is important that these issues are pointed

oul and explained to the client. This will help clients become more

aware of their writing and will give them the opportunity to work on

improving in these areas.

The Writing Lab offers hand.outs which clients may take with them

and use for review. These hand-outs are located in the top drawer

of the file cabinet. Tutors should become lamiliar with all hand'outs

ava¡lable so that they may provide the most useful resources for

clients. Examples of each hand-out are found in a green notebook

located in the Lab.

Hand-outs which focus on the following areas are available:

'By writing you
learn to write.'
(Scribendo disces
scibere.)

- Latin proverb

Abbreviations
APA Documentation
Apostrophes
Capitals
Commas
Comparisons
Coordination
8 Ways to Cure Writer's Block
End Marks
Fragments
Hyphens, Dashes, Parentheses
-lNG Openers
lntegrating Borrowed Material
I ntransitive/Transilive Verbs
M[-A Documentation
Numbers
Plurals
Possession

Pronouns
More About Pronouns
Proolreading
Punctuation Pattern
Ouotes
Run-ons
Semicolons, Colons
Spelling
Spelling cont.
Spelling Nightmares
Stumpers
More Stumpers
Subordination
Tenses
Titles
Transitions
WhoM/hom
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'. . . good writers do
more than simply
express their
meaning; they
pinpoint the critical
differences
between them-
selves and their
reader and design
their writing to
reduce those
differences.'

- Linda Flower
Writíng for an
Audience

The Tutor as a Writing Lab
Representative

There are two instances when tutors may serve as representatives

of the writing Lab outside of the Lab itself: Tutors may be asked to

make class ù¡sits or to take part in peer-editing groups. These vis'

its are a great way to introduce students to the services the Lab

oflers and tutors are paid for their time.

Class Visits
At the beginning of each new day school semester and weekend
College trimester, tutors make visits to writing classes and lower

division literature classes. These visits ensure that new studenls
are made eware of the Lab's serviCes and to inlorm students ol the

Lab's hours. During this time, tutors give a briel description of the

Lab, answer any questions students may have and hand out flyers
with the Lab's location and hours.

Glass visits are informal and tutors are not expected to give any
rehearsed speech. However, some important points to stress while
making a visit are as follows:

1. The Lab is a free service for all Augsburg students.
2. The Lab welcomes papers from any discipline at any
stage of the writing process; it is NOT just for English
papers.
3. The Lab is not remedial. Students at all levels of writing
use the Lab, even the tutors themselves.
4. Students using the Lab are expected to work with the
tutor; tutors do not simply fix papers, but rather give sug-
gestions and resources to students so that they learn how
to better revise their own papers.
5. The Lab's services are most effective when students
come lor repeal visits, thus working with a tutor through all
stages of the writing process.
6. The Lab does not guarantee grades on papers.
7. The Lab is most helplulwhen tutors understand what the
assignment is; therefore, students should bring in their writ
-ten assignment or do their best to explain an oral assign
ment.
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Peerediting GrouPs
Tutor assistance in peer-editing groups is oflered each semester to

Eflective Writing professors al Ãugsburg. This service brings 3'4

tutors into the classroom, each of whom spends time with a small

peer-editing grouP made up of the students in the class'

The tutor's role in the peer-editing group is to serve as a model and

as a facilitator. Part of the problem of peer-editing groups is that

students often are Unsure of what kind of remarks to make to their

peers about their papers. often the time spent in peer-editing

groups is unproductive and not helpful to students'

Peer-editing groups are run in different ways, depending on the

professor. itré groups should almosl always try to have an oral

component to it, so thal all students can benefit from not only the

tutor's comments but other students'comments as well.

The lollowing are some suggestions on how to make a peer.edit'
ing group productive:

1. All members of the peer-editing group should l¡sten to a student
read his or her paper or, il the student has made copies. read the
paper silently to themselves.

2. After the paper is read, lhe tutor should simply observe the
behavior of the group. lf the group starts to act on its own. the tutor
should be observant ol what things are working and are not work'
ing in the group so thal they may be discussed later.

3. ll students are unsure ol what to do, the tutor should start to ask
each individual member questions so that students begin to under-
stand what kind of input they should give. Reminding students thal
the key to commenting on a paper is to start with its strengths, the
tutor may ask, "ïm, what was one thing you really liked about
Sarah's paper?" or "Katie, what was one interesting point in Tyler's
paper that you felt really stood oul?"

4. The next questions that the tutor asks as a lacilitator should try
to elicit wñy students felt certain parts ol a paper were its
strengths. The tutor will want to emphasize that as a peer editor, in
order to give the most help to another student, it is impoñant to
both point out strengths and weaknesses and then explain how it
is that they help or harm a paper.
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Thetutormayask,"Ttm,whydidyoulikethatparticularphrase;
what made it effective?"

Studentsmayhavesomeditficultyansweringthesequestions.
inãy ,"y s"y, "l don't know: liust know I liked it." At this point it rs

¡mpórtani tnai tne tutor try to bring out the elements of writing that

may have made this phrase interesting'

The tutor may ask, "D¡d it appeal to your senses? Did you think it

was cleverf ó¡O ¡t sound nice when she read it?" Without saying so

directly, the tutor may introduoe the ideas ol imagery writing style,

and aliiteration or asionance and show how they enhance a piece

of writing.

5. The nen step is to ask the same questions about the paper's

weaknesses. This will often be very diflicult for students as they do

not want to otfend their classmales. lt will be important that the

tutor try to draw out comments and then try to get the students to

explain why they feel a certain area is a weakness in a paper'

It is important to emphasize that students should not place value
judgments on a paper. These iudgments are not helpful when dis'
cusling either strengths or weaknesses. By saying a paper is
"good," the peer-editor has nol given the writer any feedback on

wnat is good and how il is good. By saying a paper is "bad" the
peer editor cuts ofl the line of communication with the writer.

Rather, tutors should emphasize comments made lrom the read'
er's point ol view: "l was fascinated when I read this paragraph

because your example was an experience that actually happened
to you."

When peer editors tellthe writer what stood out to them when they
read the paper and why, the locus is on the reader and therefore
some of the pressure is taken off the writer; this often leaves a
more comlortable space lor discussion. Maybe the reader did not
grasp the meaning lhal the writer was aiming for and by giving a
reader's reaction, the peer editor can let the writer know where the
paper is and is not working.

The tutor may ask, "Julie, is there any place in Jon's paper where
you felt losl or confused?" or "Jason, were there any points in
Carrie's paper that were unclear to you?"

The next step is to find out why. "Julie, did you need a clearer tran-
sition to make the step to Jon's next paragraph?" or "Jason, did
you need an example to understand Carrie's point better?"
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Policies and ExPectations
for Tutors in the Writing Lab

f . Be on timc. clients shoutd not have to wait for tutors to arrive'

2.Youareexpectedtoarrangeforanothertutortoworkyourshitt
I Vo, cannot be there; it is best to anange for a substitute as far

afreaO as possible. Once ¡ ¡ub¡tltutc l¡ lound, You must call

ne *uOclrt coordin¡tor to lct hlm or hcr know the n¡me of

your tubrtltutc end thc datc (¡)he wlll be working for you'

3. sign in allclients and make sure all writing is legible. At the end

of eãch Thurrday ¡ftsrnoon shtft, onc tutor must takc the

éign-tn Form¡ to inc feculty tupcrvlsor'¡ oflicc ln the English

óJpartmcnt and port thcm on hi¡ or hcr door. New Sign-ln

Foims are located in the bottom drawer of the file cabinet'

'l am convinced
more and more
every day that fine
writing is, next to
fine doing, the toP

thing in the world.'

- John Keats

4. Whcn thc lab is bury, try to bc e¡ efllcient as posslble. Jump

between two clients if possible, ask clients to work on some of the

issues covered and come back a bit later, or even be satisfied with

not having quite enough time to cover absolutely everything with a

client. Be complete and cleer, but il others are waiting do not read

more than two short papers or one long paper. Also, when it is not

busy, you are still not required to spend an entire shitt with one

client. No more than three short papers from a client need to be

read by a tutor during a shift.

5. All tutors musl remain in the Lab (except for visits to the bath'
room) durrng their shitt until 15 minutes belore closing time. ll the
Lab is empty at this time, two tutors may leave, but one tutor
must remain in lhc Leb untll clo:lng timc. Clients should never
come to the Lab during its scheduled hours and find the it empty.
However, lf a client comes ln nclr closlng tlme, the tutor ls not
cxpec-ted to rtay past closlng tlme. Tutors should inlorm clients
that they will work with them until close, but that next time it would
be more prudent to arrive earlier.

6. You must attend all bi-monthly Lab meetings. lf your schedule
does not permit you to attend these meetings or il you miss more
than two meetings, you wlll not be able to work ln thc Lab. lf you
have to miss a meeting lor any reason, you must inform the facul-
ty supervisor before the meeting.

7. Tutors are expected to work lour shlfts throughout the year
This will ensure more consistency within the Lab.
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Places to Refer Students

Computer Shills
rtheLabisnotbusy,tutorsmaywanttohelpclientsbygiving
them helpful hints for íevising theii papers on the computer. Clients

aresometimesunfamiliarwi-tlrwordprocessingandcouldbenefit
õrã"il' from a short lesson in computer skitls. Lab tutors may be

abte to detecl by tookìng at a paper that a tutor is unfamiliar with

rã"1¡ ãnã.x, .uúng anã pasting, ot e'en tabs and spacing' By

.[ã"ing clients a ie* techniques on the computers, tutors may

save cli'ents from wasted time and frustration'

'Knowledge is the
foundation and
source of all good
writing.'

- Horace
Ars Poetica

lf other computer issues arise that tutors are unfamiliar with or if

the Lab is too busy to give adequate computer h_elp, tutors should

iéiri Lri"nts to the xetó Desr in the Academic Computing Lab in

the basement ol the Foss Center.

Resumes
clients may ask lor tutors to help them proofread their resumes

before they send them. However, if clients need help in how to

write or format a resume, tutors shOuld reler them to the Gareer

Services Office. This otlice specializes in helping students prepare

their resumes and has free pamphlets on resumes that they have

compiled (lhe Lab has a few of these pamphlets for relerence only:

they should not be given to clients).

Timed Writings for EducatÍon
Sometimes people will arrive at the Lab asking to do the timed writ'

ing for the Education Department. The writing Lab does NOT con'

drlct these writings. Refer these students to the Tutor Center in the

basement ol the Foss Center.
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'What a writer asks
of his reader is not
so much to like as
to listen.'

- HenrY
Wadsworth
Longfellow

Difficult Situations

Sometimestheremaybesituationsinwhichthetutorisputinadif.
ficutt situat¡on. rneiJ ãi" al*"yr situations which will arrive that

cannot be anticipated, but based on past experiences these situa-

tions should be considered:

1. A clicnt ha¡ obviourly plrgi¡¡iz9O' tl a tutor detects plagia'

rism, it is ¡mportaüõ;åäårirhis issue with tact. A tutor must

remember üt.t totl ã"ãpË prãg¡a¡ze on purpose-an! lealize 
that

it wrong ano omersffiãrirã .äo are unà*are of what plagiariz'

¡õi;aiJtrat ¡t is a'serious academic olfense'

Tutorswillwanttoquestionclientsaboutpartsoltheirpaperthat
they think may bei"éi.tltão'.They may ask' "Have you given

proper credit fo, iO"å'-yä maV fr11e.taX"n 
from outside sources?"

or "ls everything ¡nîoui pãp"i"r,ich is not in quotes written in your

own words?"

Some students, especially those studying English. as a Second

Language (ESL), äay nót be ayare ü¡ãt borrowing ideas and

words from others *¡itíou giving them credit is wrong and will lead

to serious acaOemic Jiscipìine.-tt is the duty ol the tutor. to detecl

ptagnar¡standexplainloclientswhatplagiarismis'whyitisunac'
ceptable anO wtraiãonsequences (i.e., fã¡lure or expulsion) could

follow.

llatutorconlrontsac]ientonplagiarizedtext,andthec]ientmakes
it clear that they are not concerñed wilh correcting the issue' the

tutor should report this situation to the supervisor'

2. A clicnt crpects you to wrltc lor them. Tutors should empha'

,i.. tn"t at no time may they write any portion ol a.client's paper

iár fri,n or her. Tutors mäy tei clients, "lf I were to write any portion

ol this paPer, you wotild ñave to put my name on it as a co'author'

it yo, åion't, that would be plagiarism and plagiarism is a serious

academic oflense that would, ãt the very least' give you a lailing

grade in your course. Tutors at the writing Lab are here to otler

ñelp and resources so that you can better write your own paper,

but we will not do the work lor You'"

ll clients do not understand this policy or continue to insist lhat the

tutor help write a portion ol their Paper, the tutor may reler them to

the facultY suPervisor.
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3. A clicnt bccomss conlront¡tion1!' Tutors must nol stand for

any form of abuse rrfrìã ãlãnt. lt r clþnt becomes conlrontation'

at for any reason, ,"to* rñårlJ try üre¡r best to alleviate the situa'

tion (i.e., by asking iü" tf¡"nt to discuss' calmly' the situation or Þy

å.riÀg tlre ct¡ent tó worf with another tutor)'

lf the client refuses to cooperate' tu.tors should ask the client to

reave and rake ,;i;; ,p ìate¡ with the facurty supervisor. Ail

tutors working togiñãr-on'a shitt should act as a support system

for any single trto, iüãi ñay oe having a diflicult time with a client'

ln extreme s¡tua.ons, ¡f àãi"nt refusãs to leave, one tutor should

leave and call ,r.rîtv. ¡r,y difficult.or uncomfortable situations

should be reported ãr åoon âs possible to the faculty supervisor to

prevent them lrom happening again'

4. A clicnt complrinr about e profelror' class or gridc' Tutors

should never oiscuss protersoË and/or their classes with a client;

this behavior is ootn'¡nappropriate and unprolessional' Equally

important,tutorsmustnevermakecommentsaboutagradethat
prolessors n"u" gir"n cl¡ents on their papers; tutors are neither

iraineO nor at liberty to make these types of iudgments'

I
I
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'Nothing goes bY

tuck in comPosition.
It allows of no
tricks. The best You
can write will be the
best you are.'

ESL Gnglish as a Second
Language) Students

Based on Lab statistics, about 250/o ol the Lab's clientele are ESL

students. This population deserves special attention as they often

ãie Oealing witir writing issues that ditfer lrom native speakers.

The following are some issues to remember when working with

ESL students:

1. Be Courteou¡. AlthOugh tutors should be courteous lo every

client, tutors should maké a special effort to be aware of their

behavior around people lrom other cultures. ESL clients may be

otfended by behavior that tutors or even other clients may not even

notice, such as tutors eating during a tutorial.

2. Remsmbcr thrt ESL clicnts may bc overly pollte. Tutors

should remember that ESL clients may not always understand

what you are saying ortrying to explain to them. otten they will nod

or tell you they understand as a form ol politeness' lf you think they

don't understand, try to explain it a different way or ask them to

explain back to you the issues you have just presented. lt is impor-

tant that tutors take the time to ensure that ESL clients are getling

the information they need to improve their writing.

3. Know your grammar rules. ESL clients are learning English in

the classroom and therefore probably know more of the stated
rules about grammar than native speakers do. lt is important that
tutors have a finn grasp on grammar rules so that they can prop'

erly explain errors that ESL clients are making. lt is not helpful to
simply circle an grammaticalerror and point it out; tutors must help
ESL clients to understand why errors are wrong and how to fix
them. Tutors should review grammar rules that they are unfamiliar
with using the Lab Hand-outs and the resource books on the Lab
shelves.

4. Be rware of typical problems. ESL clients often have ditlicul'
ty in similar areas as a result of how their language compares to
English. Tutors should be especially familiar with how to explain
the use ol articles, prepositions and, most importantly, verb tens-
es.

5. Suggest that clients read aloud. One of the best lechniques
for working with ESL clients is by having them read their paper
aloud. Most ESL students can speak English better than they can

I - Henry David
Thoreau
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write it. Therefore, when clients read aloud they often catch their

own mistakes and can fix them on their own. Tutors should remind

all clients that reading one'6 paPer aloud is an effective way for one

to proofread his or her own paper.
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